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Résumé en
anglais
Reaction of 2,4,6-trichloro-1,3,5-triazine with lithiated tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) in
stoichiometric conditions, followed by treatment with sodium methanolate, provides
mono- and bis(TTF)–triazines as new covalently linked (multi)donor–acceptor
systems. Single-crystal X-ray analyses reveal planar structures for both compounds,
with formation of peculiar segregated donor and acceptor stacks for the
mono(TTF)–triazine compound, while mixed TTF–triazine stacks establish in the case
of the bis(TTF) derivative. Cyclic voltammetry measurements show reversible
oxidation of the TTF units, at rather low potential, with no splitting of the oxidation
waves in the case of the dimeric TTF, whereas irreversible reduction of the triazine
core is observed. Intramolecular charge transfer is experimentally evidenced
through solution electronic absorption spectroscopy. Time-dependent DFT
calculations allow the assignment of the charge transfer band to singlet transitions
from the HOMO of the donor(s) to the LUMO of the acceptor. Solution EPR
measurements correlated with theoretical calculations were performed in order to
characterize the oxidized species. In both cases the spectra show very stable radical
species and contain a triplet of doublet pattern, in agreement with the coupling of
the unpaired electron with the three TTF protons. The dication of the
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